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Abstract 

This research looks at the ways in which educational structures in the UK and USA 

may be governed by a biopolitical standpoint, and how this can be subverted to 

examine slowing down educational praxis to discover and benefit voices misheard or 

lost. Emancipatory educational practices have been researched in this project in order 

to identify whether they benefit a decolonial discourse, examining institutional rhetoric 

and language-use as a key to understanding the biopolitical as a concept in education. 

This is supported by a methodology borrowed from an eco-feminist perspective, 

seeking to instigate responsible practices for deaccelerating educational structures. 

The goal of this research is to influence attentive facilitation, un-rushed by what 21st 

century, Western democratic Capitalism orders as one’s civic duty: to learn fast.  
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Introduction 

This essay will set out to detail findings analysed as part of research conducted into a 

possible link between emancipatory educational praxis and de-colonised biopolitical 

action. How does this link inform a deacceleration with regards to theoretical and 

practical approaches to knowledge production, with the aim of this to destabilise 

hegemonic educational ritual? This essay will be committed to using the method of 

slowing down in order to listen to contingency within educational processes, 

underpinned by the researcher’s understanding of a lack of “cultivating response-

ability”1 within municipal education systems in the UK and USA. Although Haraway is 

referring to the wider bio and social cultural network of today’s entangled co-existence 

between humans, technology and nature, this cultivation, or negotiation, of what she 

terms “response-ability”2 will be used as an active methodology to ground this research 

into emancipatory education. 

This piece of writing is dependent on critical engagement and an intersectional 

underpinning in order to inform a discussion focused on emancipatory educative 

techniques and their non-emancipatory counterparts. In this contextual framework, 

language and rhetoric are cited in the research findings as having impact on 

experiences of biopolitical segregation and repetitively reductive educational scenarios. 

In relation to this, Haraway states: 

I think my problem, and “our problem”, is how to have simultaneously an 

account of radical historical contingency for all knowledge claims and knowing 

subjects, a critical practice for recognising our own “semiotic technologies” for 

making meanings, and a no-nonsense commitment to faithful accounts of a 

“real” world, one that can be partially shared and that is friendly to earth wide 

projects of finite freedom…the ability to partially translate knowledges among 

                                                           
1 Donna J. Haraway, Staying with the Trouble: Making Kin in the Chthulucene, (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2016 pp. 30-58) 
2 Ibid. 
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very different - and power-differentiated – communities. We need the power of 

modern critical theories of how meanings and bodies get made, not in order to 

deny meanings and bodies, but in order to build meanings and bodies that have 

a chance for life.3 (Haraway, 1988, p.575-599) 

Notions of partial translation are significant when interlinking a curatorial approach to 

knowledge claims and their “non-innocence”4 (Prins, 1995, p.352). Haraway’s view of 

meanings and bodies as being inexplicably linked entities is the crux of the biopolitical 

context used in this text. Partial translation is useful when language is deemed as 

“arbitrary”5, especially in the context of education. Dominant knowledge that claims 

truth is often partial in a negative way, however when a biopolitical underpinning is 

subverted so that “meanings and bodies have a chance for life”6, partiality can be a 

useful process in deaccelerating the canon in order to include “situated knowledges”7. 

Thus, language and rhetoric will act as the critical and theoretical axis where-by 

biopolitics8 and education meet; the aim of this research is to make transparent this 

interstice and create a working method toward de-colonising language for education. 

This research uses a combination of methodologies informed by the practice of eco 

and biopolitical feminist post-structuralist approaches9 in order to base the concept of 

slowing down a canonised, dominant rhetoric in education structures in order to ‘hear’ 

voices that may get misheard and left out of municipal education, framed here as a 

                                                           
3 Donna J. Haraway, ‘Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial 
Perspective’, Feminist Studies Vol. 14, (Maryland: Feminist Studies, 1988, pp.575-599) 
4 Beuke Prins, ‘The Ethics of Hybrid Subjects: Feminist Constructivism According to Donna Haraway’, 
Science, Technology and Human Values Vol. 20, (California: SAGE Journals, 1995, pp.352-367) 
5 Charles Bingham, ‘Settling no Conflict in the Public Place: Truth in education, and in Rancierean 
scholarship’, Ranciere, Public Education and the Taming of Democracy, (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011, 
pp.134-149) 
6 Donna J. Haraway, Staying with the Trouble: Making Kin in the Chthulucene, (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2016 pp. 30-58) 
7 Baukje Prins, ‘The Ethics of Hybrid Subjects: Feminist Constructivism According to Donna Haraway’, 
Science, Technology and Human Values Vol. 20, (California: SAGE Journals, 1995, pp.352-367) 
8 Biopolitics as coined by Michel Foucault; author’s definition given in next chapter.  
9 Approaches taken from the scholarly articles of Donna J. Haraway, bell hooks, Isabelle Stengers, 
Vincianne Despret, Hannah Arendt, Anna Tsing.  
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“technique(s) of power (that) serves part of the operations of hegemony”10 The subject 

of education will be studied at an intersection with this combined methodology in order 

to sustain a discourse that seeks to be critical of both traditional and progressive11 

educational structures within the Western ‘democracies’ of the UK and US. A 

transformative approach was used to gain ongoing responses from a selection of 

interviewees from the UK and USA, informing an active and reflexive approach to 

theorising the responses. These interviewees are/were involved with the education 

sector in a variety of ways, with most of them coming from a creative practice 

background; these criteria were important in order to reflect myself as researcher’s 

experiences and background, and to examine the possibility of a creative practice 

informing emancipatory educational techniques. Creative, performative practice-as-

research is the vehicle within which agents (involved in curating the structures of 

schools, colleges, universities and possibly museums) enact a slowing down of the 

practice of meaning-making and knowledge production in order to be completely 

responsible for the knowledge produced and disseminated.12   

To enact this slowing down in an ethical and facilitated way, and as discussed in the 

research question, the approach of curation is significant to define within the context of 

education. Curating slow growth is informed by a museological understanding of 

preparing a space following practices of care; negotiating an educational space has a 

similar footing, in that facilitators must be committed to best practice in a fallible 

institution. Understanding the fallible nature of an educational setting is how curating as 

an act to seek and promote situated knowledges and slow growth can be sustained 

through possible contingencies. Curation allows for terms to be developed over time 

                                                           
10 Nora Sternfield, ‘Unglamorous Tasks: What can Education learn from Political Traditions?’, Education 
Actualised, (e-flux, 2010, Journal#14) 
11 Armen Vanessa, ‘The Art(s) of Academic Knowledge: On the Promise of Critical Research’, Overwrite: 
Ethics of Knowledge – Poetics of Existence, (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2017, pp.54-63) 
12 N.b: An art practice has been held by myself as researcher alongside undertaking this project, in order 
to create a reflexive and porous relationship between theory, practice and research as an interstice 
between the two. 
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and is a process that can be focused on porosity between rhetoric, narrative and a 

claim to knowledge.  

Janna Graham describes the “’turn’ in pedagogy”13 within the criterion of care, 

discussing the intentions of strategy and protocol within the institution and how these 

can be developed by a relational approach between various methods of working and 

those producing the labour. The notion of curation can lend itself to the active 

involvement of multiple subjects, voices and stories, releasing tension between social 

castes within governmental run educational systems and releasing the spatial and 

temporal tensions that enforce non-emancipatory and often neo-colonial learning. 

Graham writes: 

Participants regularly argue for space within the arts and the university, in order 

to maintain their project over the long term. As co-researchers with significantly 

differentiated roles and identities, this longevity enables power and position to 

be explored across the various social backgrounds from which participants 

emerge. (Graham, 2010, p.126)14 

Here Graham touches on longevity as a tool within curating that can allow for thinking-

with, a similar notion to that of Haraway’s being-with or making-with, which can activate 

knowledge between agents within a temporal framework that permits the slow seeking 

of critical thought. Curation in this way holds accountability to those that choose to 

cultivate and arrange education on the premise that non-transformative and non-critical 

explanation and rhetoric as tools of learning can succeed to marginalise once activated 

by techniques of neoliberal acceleration. Graham states: 

what these genealogies share is a commitment to thinking with conditions, 

where thinking is understood as a practice that is inseparable from action and 

from a commitment to living and working otherwise. Autonomy, here, is not a 

                                                           
13 Jenna Graham, ‘Between a Pedagogical Turn and a Hard Place’, Curating and the Educational Turn, 
(London: Open Art Editions, 2010, pp. 124-139) 
14 Ibid. 
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place outside of situations of complexity, but a collective refusal of pre-

established terms, whether these be short time-frames, social segregations, 

coercive power relations or roles that transform desires into easily governed 

subjectivities. (Graham, 2010, p139)15 

•  

Finally, taking all of this into account, this entire project will culminate in a combination 

of dissertation and practical work made by myself as ongoing researcher. Those who 

have collaborated with me in terms of the participants who responded to the initial 

research proposal will have the opportunity to continue dialogue with the research. The 

project will set out to produce a live group performance as a culmination of 

emancipatory educative references, experiences and anecdotes as taken and learned 

from this research. The hope is to create an environment and platform where people 

will be able to contribute their thoughts to the ongoing work in an environment slowed 

down through curated tasks that seek to bring consciousness through material and 

immaterial orientation.16  

  

                                                           
15 Ibid. 
16 N.b: shown in the Graduate Degree Show, beginning August 31st, 2018. The degree show is proposed 
to last up to four weeks, meaning myself as researcher and artist have been given the opportunity to 
react to contributors’ submissions, therefore creating an active, porous and non-linear context that 
could act as a catalyst to de-stabilise hegemonic tendencies within the institution I am currently enrolled 
within. 
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Research Intentions 

The critical, contextual specifics of this research lie in the language used to assist the 

inquiry, and in turn the examination of rhetoric within the field of education as the 

symbolic spatial and temporal catalyst for determining who and what gets left in or out 

of a dominant narrative. In relation to contextualising rhetoric in this way, Gayathri 

Spivak discusses the act of translation between native languages, which is a useful 

comparison to the discourse of this essay. Spivak writes: 

The simple possibility that something might not be meaningful is contained by 

the rhetorical system as the always possible menace of a space outside 

language…The experience of contained alterity in an unknown language in a 

different cultural milieu…Let us now think that, in another language, rhetoric 

may be disrupting logic in the matter of the production of an agent, and 

indicating the founding violence of the silence at  work within rhetoric…Without 

a sense of the rhetor city of language, a species of neo-colonist construction of 

the non-Western scene is underfoot.17 (Spivak, 1993, p. 181) 

The “silence at work”18 that Spivak describes can be utilised in this discussion to 

represent the concept of those left out of the dominant narrative, thus the “menace”19 is 

characterised by the institution as improper or deemed in terms of their lack, and 

although Spivak is discussing the act of translation as being mis-read politically, the 

menace can be seen to exist within certain educational structures as that which does 

not abide the use of explanation as a means of fast knowledge production.   

The knowledge that is created and curated in both emancipatory and non-

emancipatory educative scenarios depends upon facilitation by a permitted body, that 

circumnavigates how epistemological production is deployed amongst those who are 

                                                           
17 Gayatri Spivak, ‘The Politics of Translation’, Outside in the Teaching Machine, (London: Psychology 
Press, 1993, p.181) 
18 Ibid.  
19 Ibid.  
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deemed learners.  The roles in the context of state-run education often admit to a 

hierarchy, and repetitive ‘trickle down’ teaching and learning that use explanation, 

(similar to that of Spivak’s translation) to procure knowledge, is displayed alongside a 

perceived lack of innovative techniques to engage groups of students or learners in 

questioning what is hidden or left out of such techniques and settings. Charles 

Bingham reads Jacques Ranciere’s notion of education as a “taming of democracy”20, 

and states: 

The school, in Western Democracies…has a double role according to Ranciere. 

It not only educates citizens…It also performs, in the arena of knowledge, an 

ordering that echoes the political ordering of society. The school gives order by 

performing explanations.21 (Bingham, 2011, p. 137) 

Educational environments seem to have become manufactured and commodified as 

“arenas of knowledge”22, and the labour of knowledge production is often at speed, 

without negotiation and individualistic.  

Non-progressive education in the context of this research project is referred to as an 

authoritarian framework that changes only according to government legislation with 

little concern for practical ecologies of care necessary for “a continuous practice of 

support”23 for those within the institution who may need it due to being characterised by 

their alterity to the Western democratic neo-colonialist viewpoint. In their article entitled 

‘Monstrous Generosity: Pedagogical Affirmations of the Improper’, Gregory N. Barassa 

and Frank Margonis state: 

…schools often tell subaltern students—through policies or the acts of 

educators—that their contributions will not be valorized due to the language 

                                                           
20 Charles Bingham, ‘Settling no Conflict in the Public Place: Truth in education, and in Rancierean 
scholarship’, Ranciere, Public Education and the Taming of Democracy, (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011, 
pp.134-149) 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Natasha Petresin-Bachelez, ‘For Slow Institutions’, Journal #85, (e-flux, 2017, Journal#85) 
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they speak, their knowledge base, or their presumed inabilities.24 (Barassa and 

Margonis, 2017, p. 617) 

This creates a negatively divided spatial and temporal environment where by those 

who cannot keep up with the curricula fall short of experiencing an arena of knowledge 

discovery. Their biopolitical identity has been charged with that of the menace or what 

Barassa and Margonis describe as the “monster”25. They then go on to discuss the 

“monstrously generous”26 teacher or facilitator who acts as to influence of emancipatory 

techniques within a non-emancipatory environment. They state: 

To counter school atmospheres that are ‘‘rife with mistrust,’’ (such) teachers 

engage in collective experiments of altering and reanimating the social fields of 

the school so students are sure their perspectives will be appreciated. If this 

means changing school policy, curriculum content, the space, or the interaction 

patterns of the class, it is worth it. Because such teachers seek to alter entire 

spaces in the school, teaching takes on a collective and relational dimension—

altering youths’ relationships with one another as well as with adults. Such 

teachers expect their commitments to subaltern students will set them at odds 

with the school system in many ways, but they betray a firm fidelity to an ethical 

code to support the students, even in opposition to the school.27 (Barassa and 

Margonis, 2017, p. 617) 

The monstrously generous facilitator is linked in this research with the eco-feminist 

conceptualisation of subverting the neo-colonist version of biopolitics into a discourse 

for attentiveness, accountability and responsibility with regards to negotiating positive 

and rich spaces and timeframes for the practice of knowledge production and meaning-

making. The “relational dimension”28 described above is thus a negotiation of learning 

techniques between all parties involved, allowing them to be collectively responsible for 

                                                           
24 Gregory N. Barassa and Frank Margonis, < 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/313125199_Monstrous_Generosity_Pedagogical_Affirmatio
ns_of_the_Improper> (Accessed on 10/07/18) 
25 Ibid.  
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Ibid.  

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/313125199_Monstrous_Generosity_Pedagogical_Affirmations_of_the_Improper
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/313125199_Monstrous_Generosity_Pedagogical_Affirmations_of_the_Improper
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allowing that or those who sit around or between dominant rhetoric to be visible or 

vocal without being misrepresented by the institutional canon. As mentioned in the 

introduction to this essay, Haraway’s situated knowledges provide and theoretical and 

practical template for the subaltern, as these knowledges: 

…do not ‘reproduce’ what is already given but rather ‘regenerate’ contestable 

‘novel forms’…making room for the emergence of ‘wonderful’ and ‘promising 

monsters’.29 (Prins, 1995, p.354)  

Knowledge claims that are situated in the local often refer to the lives of those whom sit 

other to dominant Western narratives, originating in the UK and USA. Thus, within the 

context of emancipatory education, those who find themselves as having marginalised 

voices are more likely to be recognised and supported, whether those voices are from 

a dominant yet obscured historical narrative that has quashed those who fall into the 

non-centralised categories of civilisation within Western democratic memory, or from a 

present perspective, or both. The issue is cognising that these marginalised voices 

have been speaking, and what could have been heard from their situated knowledge is 

missing. Shedding light on voices lost or misheard through accelerated understandings 

can miss the point and lead to further canonisation.30 Attentiveness is performed 

through slowing down the temporal and spatial rhetoric of the classroom or seminar 

room, and as Spivak writes, “rejects the Western need for another representation of the 

Other.”31 Taking this into account, this essay utilises responses from three (so far) 

collaborators to this research as pivots for seeking a sustainable practice of hosting 

                                                           
29 Donna J. Haraway, ‘Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of 
Partial Perspective’, Feminist Studies Vol. 14, (Maryland: Feminist Studies, 1988, pp.575-599) 
30 Nab: Gayatri Spivak is cited in the article ‘Unglamorous Tasks’: “She particularly warns against 
narrating and refusal of rights in a way that covers up counter-narratives and counter representations”. 
31 Nora Stern field, ‘Unglamorous Tasks: What can Education learn from Political Traditions?’, Education 
Actualised, (e-flux, 2010, Journal#14) 
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and visiting within the “material dimensions”32 and “moving relations”33 of the 

educational scenario, seeking to entangle already existing emancipatory and non-

conformist educational structures with notions of the interstitial and hybrid experiences 

that make up day to day life. Three sets of responses have been formed about various 

experiential techniques that seek to curate de-colonised educational scenarios, and 

through analysis will draw attention to the systematic presumption of intellect based 

upon biopolitical identity. Examples will be made of various individuals’ and 

organisations’ actions toward developing and framing learning environments as 

catalysts for critical and innovative readings of the current social, cultural and political 

epoch.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
32 Armen Vanessa, ‘The Art(s) of Academic Knowledge: On the Promise of Critical Research’, Overwrite: 
Ethics of Knowledge – Poetics of Existence, (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2017, pp.54-63) 
33 Donna J. Haraway, Staying with the Trouble: Making Kin in the Chthulucene, (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2016 pp. 30-58) 
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Methods and Methodology 

This project set out to reach out to practitioners that work in the remit of both state-run 

schooling and alternative educational methods. This allowed myself as researcher to 

ask questions to these participants and collaborators that touched upon both realms.34 

The aim of interviewing was to gain specific insight into further and higher education 

curricula, mostly in art and design education, and alternative methods of schooling that 

exist in the UK and USA. As researcher I was lucky enough to have access to these 

practitioners, whether it be through friendship, memory or word of mouth. Collaborators 

were sent via email a set of informal and short questions that could be elaborated on 

through a written response that could, if suitable, take the form of a fluid commentary. 

The written interview method was chosen to remove the potential non-logistical 

pressure of meeting face-to-face, which also meant that collaborators would be able to 

edit what they had said over a period. Replies then had the chance to become porous 

and temporal; most collaborators took two to four weeks to respond to the questions, 

allowing their responses to be re-shaped as they cognised what I was asking of them, 

reflecting an attentive and slowed down approach at data collection.35   

The intentions of using an informal written interview was to gain a type of qualitative 

data that could be analysed and responded to within myself as researcher’s theoretical 

and practical work. Reflexivity of myself as researcher’s own studies of and within the 

                                                           
34 I have experience in teaching an after-school and weekend ‘club’ to children and young adults, 
however my experience of normative educational systems is only my memory of attending them 
between 1996 and 2010. I then embarked on a journey into the system of higher education. The 
practitioners that I have approached work in numerous contexts, and in the analysis of their responses 
to this project they too often referred to their own experience of normative educational systems such as 
primary and secondary school, sixth form college and university. 
35 Although the collaborators could be seen as limited and biased, as they are from the UK and USA and 
are mainly art and design practitioners and facilitators like myself as researcher, this is the first research 
project I have ever undertaken, and I wanted to begin this enquiry within the places that the research 
denotes as dominant and coercing Euro-centricity. This research is a starting point for many possible 
trajectories that will take time to realise. In terms of mainly speaking to those in the art and design 
profession, I felt this was a necessary realm to begin my research in as I myself am a practicing artist, 
and this essay will be submitted alongside a culmination of my practical responses to this research. The 
intersection of creative practice and education is the crux of the methodology for this research. 
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institution is done so in order to perform a rhizomic research stance by which the data 

analysed as part of the research becomes a method by which I practice art-making and 

critical thought as a negotiated coming together of the dimensions of material and 

immaterial relations. As stated in the research proposal, this research set out to 

engage in various but theoretically similar methodologies in order to create an 

intersectional standpoint and praxis. Critical Communicative Methodology was 

intersected with a reflexive feminist standpoint and a post-Structuralist approach in 

order to undertake research that was transparent in its aim to have a “continuous and 

egalitarian dialogue”36 (Gomez, Puig Vert and Flecha, 2011) with those whom I have 

asked to participate and collaborate in the project. Although Critical Communicative 

Methodology states that this dialogue should pertain to be with those effected by the 

system or structure the research is examining, the research that this essay is 

documenting will endeavour to engage in dialogue with those whom may be affected 

by or included in both state-run and emancipatory educative techniques through a 

performative practical piece (as mentioned previously).  

Taking this into account, the methodology for this research has an interstitial position in 

that it requires the theoretical underpinning borrowed from social sciences and the 

creative, experiential and practical grounding from art practice that has lead Donna 

Haraway, Vincienne Despret and Isabelle Stengers to enmesh methodology and 

practice to create substantial underpinnings for “earthly beings” to inform “worlding 

practice”.37 Practice-led research has been underpinned here by an eco-feminist 

approach in order to allow responsible and sustainable movement and discovery with 

regards to research into educational structures. These conceptual frameworks assess 

                                                           
36 Aitor Gomez, Lidia Puigvert and Ramon Flecha, ‘Critical Communicative Methodology: Informing Real 
Social Transformation Through Research’, Qualitive Inquiry, (California: SAGE Journals, Volume 17, 2011, 
pp.235-245) 
37 Donna J. Haraway, Staying with the Trouble: Making Kin in the Chthulucene, (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2016 pp. 30-58) 
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themselves in accordance to each other, and develop trajectories that cross multiple 

contextual axis, as described here: 

The emergence of the discipline of practice-led research highlights the crucial 

interrelationship that exists between theory and practice and the relevance of 

theoretical and philosophical paradigms for the contemporary arts practitioner.38 

(Haseman, 2010, p.148) 

In this essay, Haseman often refers to ‘tacit knowledge’, as it is knowledge that is not 

easily canonised into a dominant social, cultural, historical and political narrative. This 

type of knowledge reflects the theories of those whom myself as researcher have 

collaborated with, and the overarching methodology of emancipatory education as cited 

by Paulo Freire. An eco-feminist perspective on situated knowledge and critical 

listening as that which is tacit, unpredictable, attentive, vulnerable, contingent and often 

slow in realisation. Thus, temporality and localisation are important additional factors in 

the intersected methodology of this research, as discussed here: 

The innovative and critical potential of research led by theory and practice lies in its 

capacity to generate personally situated knowledge and new ways of modelling 

and externalising such knowledge while at the same time, revealing philosophical, 

social and cultural contexts for the critical intervention and application of 

knowledge outcomes.39 (Haseman, 2010, p. 151) 

In terms of the method used to practice an interrelated methodological stance, an 

informal written interview seemed the most plausible and transparent way to introduce 

this combined methodology to the research collaborators. As discussed earlier in this 

essay, interviewees were invited to respond in written form as much as they needed to 

a set of ten fairly basic questions40, and they were given an extended period of time to 

complete their commentaries in order for them to seek reflexivity in their responses. 

                                                           
38 Brad Haseman, ‘Rupture and Recognition: Identifying the Performative Research Paradigm’, Practice 
as Research: Approaches to Creative Arts Enquiry, (London: I B Taurus and Co LTD, 2010, pp.148-157) 
39 Ibid.  
40 See Appendices.  
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Communication with collaborators is still ongoing, and although the official research 

paper will be handed in and marked, collaborative practice will have the space and time 

to continue. Out of six participants asked, only three were able to respond within the 

timeframe of writing and submitting the research project. Within the art practice that will 

be combined with the research paper, there will be time and space for more 

contributions to be added to the research in order for the outcomes to be negotiable 

and porous. Slowing down the process of research, analysis and presentation can 

allow those involved to navigate through any possible hegemonic status that the 

research may acquire after it has been submitted and published, (which would go 

against the aim of the research to uncover hegemonic tendencies within educative 

systems.)  

Those who were able to contribute to the research at this time were three individuals 

whose personal experiences of educational structures have shaped their progression 

into and through facilitating education. The informal interview questions were written in 

a way to provoke the collaborators to contextualise their life experiences with the topic 

of the research. Emphasis was made on the concrete details of the life experiences 

had by those interviewed, and many re-constructed the experience through 

descriptions of memories and scenarios. Some of the questions asked for opinions on 

the research topic, as a way to identify and compare how the interviewees approached 

the topic of biopolitical identification and destabilisation within the context of 

emancipatory education, and whether language and rhetoric has a role to play. The 

collaborators will be named Interviewee A, Interviewee B and Interviewee C for the 

purposes of this essay. The analysis will be categorised under three headings in order 

to frame the responses within the context of this piece of writing. 
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Analysis of Research Findings: About the contributors 

Interviewee A is a lecturer at a well-known art and design university in central London. 

Both their practice and teaching can be seen as centred on the functions of graphic 

design in a socio-political context, which was the main reason for approaching them to 

contribute. Their responses were written candidly and evoked a sense of discontent 

with not only the current institution they reside in, but most further and higher educative 

structures in the UK.  

Interviewee B is similar to interviewee B in that they too lecture at a renowned art a 

social science studies university in central London. Interviewee B refers to their past 

experiences in order to contextualise their endeavour to facilitate educative 

environments with art practice, which resembles the work of interviewee A. However, 

this contribution discusses personal experience of biopolitical oppression as a 

facilitator, unlike interviewee A’s examples of their students’ experience of this.  

Interviewee C is based in the USA and has been teaching in state-run schooling for a 

number of years. After feeling dissatisfaction with these institutions, they developed 

and created their own alternative learning environment that sought to nurture learning 

without curriculum. Due to personal matters, they are unable to be a part of the school 

anymore, however they still have a strong ethos around emancipatory education and 

co-constructed learning, much like the ethos of Interviewees A and B. 
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Analysis of Research Findings: 

Category 1: Mention of any emancipatory or non-emancipatory educative 

structures 

Interviewee A stated that “respect, freedom and ownership” are important attributes 

within educational structures, and that diversity in learning environments is as a 

catalyst for deploying an emancipatory educative experience. They referred to a 

“community of practice”, which was interpreted by Interviewee A as a method to 

demonstrate an emancipatory educative practice from a facilitator point of view, and 

that “people were linked by their common interests”. Interviewee A mentioned a 

personal experience of a “liberal and open-minded” higher education institution that 

differed from the institution that they worked in now. This was related to the location of 

the two institutions, the latter described as having “sold a rebellious and disobedient” 

experience for learners who reside there. However, Interviewee A said this was not the 

case, disclosing “…the reality was quite the opposite. As a result, the emancipatory 

experiences came from challenging being discouraged to question what was going on 

around me.” This statement could reflect the discourse of institutions that seek to 

homogenise the global and local into a simplified and often exclusionary environment. 

Interviewee B too responds to the notion of emancipatory education by describing their 

past experience of such an environment “as a space of pure experimentation” and 

notes that play was a vital component of learning in Higher Education. This seems to 

have an impact on Interviewee B’s educative methods, as they describe that: 

within a fine art context, it feels important to engage within and beyond the 

institution. This could involve walking with students, exploring the city, running a 

workshop, co-performing, visiting contexts outside the arts (a barber shop, nail 

parlours, ferry terminals, woodlands, costume and props departments, the 

Thames, picture archives) as well as artist studios, galleries, and museums. I 

am not critiquing the space of the studio conversation, I think it is vital to have a 
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place that belongs to the student and grounds them in their thoughts and 

materials. However, roaming and a more porous relationship to the outside 

generate different ways of accessing the individual and their work. 

This movement beyond the institution reflects a resistance to the hegemonic 

environment that presupposes that all individuals enrolled within that institution will find 

it the best place for learning. The space in which meaning-making takes place is 

evoked in this description of roaming through environments and practising discursive 

educative scenarios beyond the setting of the institution. These spaces also create a 

different timeframe for learning and facilitating that could engage a variety of individuals 

in a variety of ways.  

Interviewee C refers to Paulo Freire when asked about their experience of 

emancipatory education. Interviewee C indicates that: 

All experience informs identity, drafting and writing our “stories” of who we 

believe our “selves” to be. My story was always “I am the smartest” and “I have 

money”. Such stories are rarely based on the broadest of metrics, but rather on 

a tiny slice of formative and powerful experiences. And thus life beyond the 

artifice of formal Education is sometimes comes as a rude and shocking 

realization of cognitive dissonance. 

It seems a discontent with the education system that Interviewee C once worked in 

drove them to develop different and various strategies for providing a non-hegemonic 

discourse for learning and teaching. Adapting to those enrolled in this style of 

education can be seen as an emancipatory experience for those involved, as identity is 

informed by each individual and their previous experience of life. This in turn allows for 

an engagement of what happens after the education system, which can often be 

overlooked by institutions that perform to maintain canonical histories and non-

permeable narratives.  
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Category 2: Mention of language and rhetoric  

A contradictory use of the term ‘pedagogy’ is discussed by Interviewee A; they state 

that: 

The prefix of pedagogy (peda/pedo, taken from the Greek work ‘pais’ for child), 

is defined as ‘relating to children’, whereas I believe it is fundamentally wrong to 

have an adult (teacher), child (student) relationship in a HE/FE teaching 

environment. Pedagogy suggests the teacher holds all the knowledge and 

passes this knowledge down to the student. The teacher is the authority, not the 

act of learning itself, or even the student performing the learning. 

Mark Knowles’ (1979) term ‘andragogy’ defines the teacher/tutor role as more 

of a facilitator, allowing for an ownership of identity and a more ‘comfortable’ 

platform for resistance/critique/progression in education.  

This response examines the questions (given to the collaborator by myself as 

researcher) through a lens of criticality that was an important and interesting starting 

point for analysing these responses. This close questioning of the common terms used 

to define learners and facilitators is an important factor in examining the way in which a 

hegemonic or ritualised routine of naming individuals that demotes their agency can 

have an impact on the relationship between student and facilitator. Interviewee A’s 

response seeks rigour and clarity in what we call those who learn in order to promote 

further critique of the education system as a whole. 

Interviewee B uses Paulo Freire’s ‘Pedagogy of the Oppressed’ as a basis to begin 

their response to describing to the term ‘emancipatory pedagogy’, denoting that 

perhaps Freire coined this notion of critically engaged educational discourse. When 

responding to the notion of ‘identity’, Interviewee B discussed the use of ‘identity 

politics’, traditionally associated with examining groups of people within institutional 

settings who feel excluded by the dominant narrative in those settings. They write: 
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I guess identity is used a great deal these days, often followed by the word 

‘politics’. I think it also has older associations to the critical decades when artists 

of colour also used the term to attempt to speak and show what identity might 

mean in terms of heritage. I think the word identity represents a term that 

begins to articulate who you might be. I don’t think it is fixed; it might change 

within a day, week, month, term or academic year.  

They go on to discuss their personal experience of using a performance-based art 

practice to negotiate the multi-layered rhetoric of the word ‘identity’; this word becomes 

a symbol for discussing who and why people may feel excluded within an educative 

environment. Using art practice as a means to question identity within an art and 

design institution seems to have played a role in Interviewee B’s work as a tutor at a 

university specialising in the study of contemporary art practice. Interviewee B states: 

I think identity is also a word that is not always respected as a word. It feels 

heavy or requires work or effort and I think people don’t often have the time to 

engage with how layered the word and its manifestation might be. 

The notion of ‘respecting’ a word seems important within the context of curating a de-

colonised and biopolitically active rhetoric for educative systems, as it eludes to 

language as a symbolic entity that means different things to different people, and 

therefore should not be homogenised into routine.  

Labelling is seen as reductive to describe those inscribed in an academic learning 

environment by Interviewee C. They state: 

It’s intensely problematic to ascribe any label to an emerging learner. Their 

identity is in flux and all we can do is hold space and support learners in their 

explorations as they try on multifarious “outfits”. 

This relates to Interviewee A and B’s responses and again refers to institutional 

belonging and exclusion. The term ‘emerging’ is important in this quote as it denotes an 

active rhetoric that cannot become hegemonic due to shifting nature.  
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Category 3: Mention of biopolitics/biopower 

Euro-centricity is said to be “commonplace in Higher Education” by Interviewee A, and 

an anecdotal reference to an Asian student under their supervision seeking “belonging” 

is portrayed in order to describe this point. Interviewee A’s view of “the current system” 

is that it “oppresses certain identities by excluding a variety of identities in references, 

teaching staff, visible practitioners in the industry, etc.” Interviewee A described a 

workshop they had facilitated within the institution that sought to demonstrate the 

dominate voice/s within a group of students, using string to show a visual 

demonstration of who dominated the group the most. They called this an “infographic”. 

This seems a valuable insight into the inner-workings of a peer-to-peer scenario, where 

students are forced to realise their possible Euro-centric tendencies. Interviewee A 

responded to biopolitics using this anecdote and referencing its importance in order “to 

encourage these students to stop seeing the ‘non-European Other’ as a threat, or as 

inferior but as a validated, knowledge producing subject.” Interviewee A also called for 

“amending the reading list in our course handbook” which seems a simple and clear 

way to involve a variety of voices and perspectives to inform critical and engaged 

education.  

Performance-based narratives are described by Interviewee B as a means to gain 

biopolitical action against a hegemonic institutional structure, and they give personal 

accounts of performative acts that both they and their students have undertaken in 

order to destabilise the dominant narrative of the institution they potentially reside 

simultaneously within and outside of. This constant shifting of belonging and non-

belonging is deliberated on by Interviewee B’s anecdotal references of moving between 

academic and non-academic spaces, often using their own body or encouraging 

students to use their bodies as a means to examine and challenge a possible 

institutional status of hegemony. Interviewee B writes: 
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Sadly, I feel that ‘othering’ is something that I have experienced as someone 

who is visible and actively discusses being a tutor of colour. There are nuances 

of course, related to an intersectional reading of who I am. This relates to race, 

class and gender. Othering works in both directions. It can come from students 

just as much as it can come from colleagues… I would say there are micro-

aggressions, which are felt as major aggressions when the institution or its 

workers systematically make mistakes with an individual’s pronoun. We are 

offered no training regarding this – what I have learnt is through my own efforts.  

In relation to Interviewee A’s own effort to create a critically aware environment for 

educative discourse, it seems Interviewee B’s personal experience of othering has had 

an impact on their teaching and facilitating attitudes and behaviours. This seems to be 

a recurring result of the legislated system in place not doing enough to be reflexive 

about itself as a system that has a tendency to leave certain people out.  

Similar to Interviewee A and Interviewee B’s recall of institutional othering of both 

facilitators and learners, Interviewee C describes the group mentality of students from 

dominant cultural and ethnic backgrounds as often hierarchical, suppressing those who 

do not feel they belong to this group. Alterity within the institution is reflected in an 

anecdote by Interviewee C when they state: 

Seeing people as the Other is dangerous. In Simon Baron Cohen’s The 

Science of Evil (no relation to Sacha) Cohen examines how seeing babies as 

mere objects allowed Nazis to use them as target practice. The further we stray 

from “we are one, I am you, you are me” the easier it is to disconnect and 

rationalize cruelty and abuse. 

The reference of a totalitarian dictatorship by Interviewee C shows the link between a 

hegemonic discourse and its negative biopolitical function, with language and rhetoric 

as the axis between the two. Rationalising othering has the potential to be seen as part 

of the work of the dominant narrative, within both socio-cultural and socio-historical 

contexts, and examining the politics of this theorisation within educative systems must 
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be seen as a pivotal in negotiating and curating engaged biopolitical environments for 

education. With regards to this, Interviewee C states: 

It cannot avoid being so, when dealing with the living, growing organism that is 

a Learner, within the framework of the traditional, systemic machine that is most 

often the school environment. 

This notion of the learner as “living and growing” seems crucial in curating a 

deaccelerated rhetoric for biopolitical discourse in educative systems. 
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Conclusion 

After analysing the responses given by the research collaborators, it seems that 

personal experience affects the way in which these individuals view state-run educative 

systems, and this has informed their own practices of facilitation within institutional or 

non-institutional environments. Rupturing41 the techniques of the dominant narrative to 

prevent repetitive learning of canonical and often neo-colonial knowledge seems to 

take place when facilitators engage learners deemed as menace or monster as 

partners in knowledge production and meaning-making. However, the rupture also acts 

to subvert the semiotic dimensions of the learning environment itself in order to enact 

an emancipatory educative environment that subverts the immunisation logic of 

biopower and biopolitics into a progressive methodology. When viewed through the 

lens of eco-feminist perspectives, this progressive methodology can be seen as a vital 

destabilisation, occurring through quiet tactics performed against or without the 

institution knowing. Referring to work of Jacques Ranciere, and the act of slow growth 

in the context of education, Goole Cornelissen states: 

…an interesting hypothesis could be that the current request for more practice 

in teacher education should not be answered in the name of (a changing) social 

order but can be heard as a request to offer (future) teachers (a separated) time 

and space for exercise and experiment, the time and space to become attentive 

to something, to investigate something separate from its function in the social 

order, to become interested.42 (Cornelissen, 2011, p.29) 

Therefore, unfixed protocols could be developed to practice notions of critical 

storytelling and radical listening, with dependency on the curated act of s l o w i n g d o 

w n hegemonic educational rituals in order to tackle non-transformative governmental 

                                                           
41 Brad Haseman, ‘Rupture and Recognition: Identifying the Performative Research Paradigm’, Practice 
as Research: Approaches to Creative Arts Enquiry, (London: I B Taurus and Co LTD, 2010, pp.148-157) 
42 Goele Cornelissen, ‘The Public Role of Teaching: To keep the door closed’, Ranciere, Public Education 
and the Taming of Democracy, (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011, pp.15-30) 
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legislature and increasing cutbacks. In fact, using the term ‘emancipatory’ to describe 

education free-from power dynamics and value-coding still serves to speed things up. 

The detangling and unknotting of knowledge production in educational settings could 

become non-transferrable to the canon of municipal education or emancipatory 

education; these carefully curated procedures, active protocols or working definitions, 

could operate in a realm of unpredictable and contingent growth. This could be 

instigated in the presence of socio-cultural, socio-political and socio-historical 

experiences in everyday life and would continually reflect on their impact on self and 

community as a protocol for curating slow growth in education.  

Viewing the state-run institution or academy through a critical lens involves politicising 

all aspects of the system; all the tangles, knots and webs that form to make up the 

multifaceted context of education must be looked along the lines of in order to seek the 

spaces around the rhetoric that contributes to a hegemonic value system.  

‘What could be heard?’ designates the subject as existing both in past and present and 

does not try to predict a subject’s knowledge in a sped-up reading of the future. This 

question permits those who are deemed improper or in terms of their lack, alterity or 

otherness, as possibly equally misheard as those who fit into the Western canon; to be 

misheard or silenced within the praxis of slowing down is a hopeful catalyst for listening 

harder to the interstices within, between and around dominant rhetoric and being 

attentive to a noise made up of multiple voice. Recognising this even takes a while. 

Cultivating it will take even longer. 

This leads me to perceive concepts of hybridisation to be important in continuing this 

research, using Donna Haraway’s working method of situated knowledges, tentacular 

thinking and cultivated “response-ability”43 as a basis by which to curate and configure 

                                                           
43 Donna J. Haraway, Staying with the Trouble: Making Kin in the Chthulucene, (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2016 pp. 30-58) 
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attentive educative techniques and environments for my own multidisciplinary practice 

and future educational facilitator experiences, and to share these through the 

publishing of this research. This involves a reflexive underpinning within every 

enactment of an educational nature, and constant critique of my own relationship to 

those institutional frameworks I will find myself in, around and between. This critique 

must involve many aspects: curating active discussions of the symbolic and semiotic 

functions of language and rhetoric, and politicising itself the translation of assumptive, 

standardised, reductive and exclusive language that performs politics through biology, 

ecology and geography. Slowing down serves as a means to begin practising these 

intentions in a way that makes them feasible and careful.  
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01/06/18 

 

 

 

Dear Interviewee, 

 

Below are the loose questions I have devised for my research. The aim is for you to 

write a train of thought, or commentary, on what the questions mean to you, with 

regards to your own experiences. Tangents are welcomed! However long or short the 

answers are, please be aware that, according to your consent, I will be extracting 

information from yours and others’ answers in order to inform a ‘toolkit’ of teaching 

practices. The goal of the research is to create an open access database by which 

members of the public who are interested in this subject can access media relating to 

the answers provided here, articles and essays by authors from the field, and my own 

understanding of the research premise. This database will be presented as part of my 

Degree Show in August. Documentation of the database will be made, as per your 

consent.  

 

Key words used in interview: 

 

Pedagogy 

Emancipatory 

Identity 

Education 

Student 

Teacher/tutor 

Institution 

Other/othered/othering 

Biopolitics/biopolitical 

 

There is a glossary of terms at the end of the interview. 

 

Once you have finished, please email your response to indiaboxall1992@gmail.com. 

Please take up as much room as you need. When starting new pages, please write the 

question number at the top of your response so that I can co-ordinate the answers. You 

can hand write or type your answers, and a typed name in the signature box of the 

consent form will be counted as a valid signature. If there are any issues or you have 

any thoughts, please feel free to email me. 

 

Thank you for taking the time to help me with my research. There will be a follow up 

after I have received all the responses and consent forms.  

 

All the best, 

India 

 

India Boxall 

Masters of Research in Creative Practices 

Glasgow School of Art 

2017-18 

 

 

mailto:indiaboxall1992@gmail.com
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1. What does ‘emancipatory pedagogy’ mean to you? 

 

2. What does the word ‘identity’ mean to you? 

 

3. Do you think education informs identity? In what way? Please give an example 

if you can. 

 

4. Is using the word ‘identity’ to describe a student within an institution positive, 

negative, both or neither to you, and why?  

 

5. Have you ever encountered a situation where the biological identity of a student 

has affected their experience within an institution?  

 

6. In your experience, was there a time when you felt you had an emancipatory 

pedagogical experience, either as a student or teacher/tutor, within an 

institution?  

 

7. Are there any experiences you have had outside of an institution that could be 

defined as emancipatory pedagogy? 

 

8. You are being interviewed as you have pedagogical experience. As a tutor, 

have you ever experienced or observed ‘othering’ in your pedagogical work? 

 

9. Have you ever tried to combat ‘othering’, and if so, how? 

 

10. Do you think the pedagogical environment can be a biopolitical one, and if so, 

why? 
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Glossary   

 

Pedagogy (noun) 

The method and practice of teaching, especially as an academic subject or theoretical 

concept. 

 

Emancipatory (verb) 

Set free, especially from legal, social, or political restrictions. 

 

Othering (verb) 

Used to refer to a person or thing that is different or distinct from one already 

mentioned or known about. 

 

Biopolitics (noun) 

The interaction between politics and biology; specifically (a) politically motivated 

intervention in the growth or development of a population; (b) the use of biological 

science to explain human social or political behaviour; (c) environmental policy. 

 

All definitions taken from the Oxford English Living Dictionary 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/
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1. What does ‘emancipatory pedagogy’ mean to you? 

 
Before I start, I believe the terms emancipatory and pedagogy to be often contradictory in UK HE and FE 

education due to the nature of liberation and freedom not being a ‘traditional’ or government approved 

method of teaching. (i.e. you don’t very often find art and design on a UK syllabus in primary schools these 

days, let alone anything about liberation/freedom/emancipatory pedagogy!) 

 

The prefix of pedagogy (pedal/pedo, taken from the Greek work ‘pais’ for child), is defined as ‘relating to 

children’, whereas I believe it is fundamentally wrong to have an adult (teacher), child (student) relationship 

in a HE/FE teaching environment. Pedagogy suggests the teacher holds all the knowledge and passes this 

knowledge down to the student. The teacher is the authority, not the act of learning itself, or even the 

student performing the learning. 

 

Mark Knowles’ (1979) term ‘andragogy’ defines the teacher/tutor role as more of a facilitator, allowing for 

an ownership of identity and a more ‘comfortable’ platform for resistance/critique/progression in education.  

 

Therefore ‘emancipatory andragogy’ on the other hand, is something I completely endorse and try to direct 

my own teaching with. Knowles created the six principles of andragogy - Adults are internally motivated 

and self-directed; Adults bring life experiences and knowledge to learning experiences; Adults are goal 

oriented; Adults are relevancy oriented; Adults are practical; and Adult learners like to be respected. These 

principles mean firstly that a platform to emancipatory education is provided to students in the form of 

respect, freedom and ownership, and that anyone regardless of background/identity has the right to 

participate, in fact the more diverse this learning the better as students will learn more from their peers and 

their own experiences than they would from a teacher/figure of ‘authority.’ 

 

So back to the question – emancipatory pedagogy andragogy for my teaching practice, is the way I 

facilitate students to learn, develop and challenge authority (including myself) to learn. I think it is vital to 

use emancipatory education (especially in the creative fields) as a means to keep education about 

‘learning’ and inventing, and not remembering, repeating or copying (unless there is educational benefit to 

this.) Students are currently numbers on a conveyor belt, uniformed in their approach to the world. And if 

the current world situation is anything to go by – that cannot be good news for anyone! 

 

2. What does the word ‘identity’ mean to you? 

 
Identity in regards to my teaching practice is everything. Every single student has a different identity built 

from different cultures and experiences (as does every single teacher), and nobody should assume 

anything of anyone as they enter a learning environment. Furthermore, the learning environment should be 

structured to celebrate these differences in identity. I am really interested in Lave and Wenger’s term 

‘community of practice,’ where people are linked by common interests / approaches / crafts and not by 

their identity. By facilitating a rich mix of identities throughout a community of practice, you ultimately have 

a stronger, more stable and diverse set of insights into the same area.  

 

3. Do you think education informs identity? In what way? Please give an example 

if you can. 

 
Most definitely. As mentioned above, my background, experiences, previous education, culture, country, 

creed, etc. will all subconsciously (and sometimes consciously) inform the way I approach learning. As 

your background/identity would inform the way you approach yours. And that learning should be 

encouraged students to explore their identities through their work and to understand that this identity can 

be fluid and interchangeable at all times if they desire it to be. I do think however, that the current system 

oppresses certain identities by excluding a variety of identities in references, teaching staff, visible 

practitioners in the industry, etc.   

 

For example, a student approached me for a pastoral conversation about belonging. They found it difficult 

to locate themselves in a community of practice because no Indian references, designers or even 

influences were ever addressed or presented. It is my guess that if this student didn’t raise these issues 

with us, and we made sure we embed them within our curriculum going forwards, this sense of not-

belonging would have developed over time and damaged both the student’s identity and education 

experience.  
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4. Is using the word ‘identity’ to describe a student within an institution positive, 

negative, both or neither to you, and why?  

 
I would say both, as it all depends on the context. Have you heard of the term ‘The Room of Silence’? 

Where a student speaks about work that no one can relate to, so nobody speaks. Firstly, this practically 

highlights that there is a gap in the classes understanding, and students (and teachers) should be 

encouraged to ask questions and be hungry for understanding. It is our responsibility as educators to guide 

this discussion and over time ‘The Room of Silence’ should diminish. However, I am very aware that the 

student who is on the receiving end of ‘The Room of Silence’ becomes the ‘other’ we must interrogate for 

our own understanding.  

 

So, in most cases I would say yes, identity is the fundamental to a student’s experience within an 

institution, but I would also highlight the negative associations with constantly being put on the spot to fill 

an identity role that is under represented. Another example of this would be mixing groups to contain 

diversity amongst students. Although yes, five white European students can learn from say one afro-

Caribbean identity being present in their group, but if that one afro-Caribbean student only works with a 

large group of Eurocentric identities – is their learning experience really that emancipatory?  

 

5. Have you ever encountered a situation where the biological identity of a student 

has affected their experience within an institution?  

 
Yes, several times – sometimes negatively and positively as mentioned previously. A way in which I’m 

attempting to twist these into positive experiences for students are with simple workshop games and class 

conversations. (More info below).  

 

6. In your experience, was there a time when you felt you had an emancipatory 

pedagogical experience, either as a student or teacher/tutor, within an 

institution?  

 
I feel I have been lucky enough to have several emancipatory experiences as a student – and this is due to 

the teacher not the institution. Being pushed and challenged to question your beliefs and morals, and to 

create platforms for others to join you in these conversations. I studied my BA in a very liberal open-

minded city with teachers that encouraged me to find my own emancipatory experiences relevant to my 

identity and beliefs. Whereas my MA education institution and city sold the experience as rebellious and 

disobedient, the reality was quite the opposite. As a result, the emancipatory experiences came from 

challenging being discouraged to question what was going on around me.  

 

Because of these two experiences I became a teacher with the incentive to encourage emancipatory 

experiences throughout education.  

 

7. Are there any experiences you have had outside of an institution that could be 

defined as emancipatory pedagogy? 

 
Yes – I run a graphic design female partnership which was set up as a means to represent something 

different in our industry. The clients we work with constantly address social issues and themes we thing 

are important and allow us some scope to challenge the social norms and generate emancipatory 

experiences for us as designers, and the client and audiences as the public.  

 

I’m not sure if I’ve experienced emancipatory education outside of my studio practice or teaching? 

 

8. You are being interviewed as you have pedagogical experience. As a tutor, 

have you ever experienced or observed ‘othering’ in your pedagogical work? 

 
Yes, more often than you’d think. A very resent experience of this was, whilst having a class discussion I 

encouraged the students to navigate a 30-member debate without authority. It spiralled very quickly into 6-

students dominating, and contributing ideas I considered limited and Eurocentric. As an immediate 
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response, I considered how to encourage these students to stop seeing the ‘non-European Other’ as a 

threat, or as inferior but as a validated, knowledge producing subject. I asked the students to sit in a circle 

facing each other. I presented them with some string, and the instructions to only talk when holding the 

string, and to pass it along when someone else contributes to the conversation, keeping hold of their 

strand. Very quickly we had created a web of string in the circle, an infographic of the contributions and 

contributors. This allowed us to start a dialogue and unpack what was happening in the classroom.  

 

The students identified that those with string were by large from the same demographic, and that by 

allowing the conversation to be dominated by their similar perspectives would ultimately result in missing 

valuable, diverse contributions. Those that didn’t speak during the exercise expressed a concern with 

being put on the spot for information, and that their confidence, teaching experiences and cultural 

backgrounds would not necessarily encourage them to speak up in a group scenario, even when prompted 

or invited to do so.  

 

9. Have you ever tried to combat ‘othering’, and if so, how? 

 
I’m in the process of creating some quick-fire workshops (like the string exercise above) to allow students 

and students to realise everyone if different and every perspective is valuable and as organic and fluid as 

our own. In addition to this, a very simple thing – amending the reading list in our course handbook. We 

are all the ‘other’ to someone, and as soon as that is addressed in education we will be able to see just 

how much of a strength our uniqueness, nerve and talent really is. (Yes. I’ve quoted RuPaul’s Drag 

race…) 

 

10. Do you think the pedagogical environment can be a biopolitical one, and if so, 

why? 

 
Yes it can, and should.  

 

I teach experience and environment on a graphic communication design programme. This means, to some 

extent, that students on this platform are specialising in the interaction between politics and biology / 

interventions / environmental phycology / anthropology / behaviourism to explain social or political 

behaviour and create social design or communicate agendas. I love that this exists, but for a discipline so 

focused on people and manipulating behaviour in the environment, shouldn’t it all be biopolitical – how 

could it not be? 
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1. What does ‘emancipatory pedagogy’ mean to you? 

 

The term speaks about freedom, as if the structure in which we learn offers a 

restriction. It makes me immediately think of Brazilian educator and philosopher 

Paulo Freire’s Pedagogy of the Oppressed. I studied at Middlesex on a BA in 

Fine Art (1998-2001). I look back at that time as a space of pure 

experimentation – I try to not look back with nostalgia - I don’t think I was fully 

aware of assessment structures that seem so rigid in today’s learning contexts. 

I played for three years, and might not have been able to directly know what the 

value of this experience was. In hindsight, it was so vital for the kind of artist 

and teaching practitioner I am today.  I have often wanted to liberate what I now 

perceive to be a restriction in the infrastructure of education. I think rather than 

tackle the role of “continuous assessment” I wonder if the way an institution 

behaves and is set up for art students is in itself a limit. In addition to the studio, 

I try to find alternative sites to learn in. If the university is a container for 

pedagogy, but its respective structure does not suit all learners, within a fine art 

context it feels important to engage within and beyond the institution. This could 

involve walking with students, exploring the city, running a workshop, co-

performing, visiting contexts outside the arts (a barber shop, nail parlours, ferry 

terminals, woodlands, costume and props departments, the Thames, picture 

archives) as well as artist studios, galleries, and museums. I am not critiquing 

the space of the studio conversation, I think it is vital to have a place that 

belongs to the student and grounds them in their thoughts and materials. 

However, roaming and a more porous relationship to the outside generate 

different ways of accessing the individual and their work. My point here is that 

the studio is not a bubble, and our social context feeds into production and 

thought. During the strike period at Goldsmiths College, we recently 

experienced ‘teaching’ outside the university – with an on the line picket 

residency, which supported BA students Fine Art practice in the open air. I felt 

this was a negotiation with the undergraduate students to take some control of 

their curriculum, allowing dialogue, protest, performance and experimentation to 

develop. It was something that I initiated through a performance of my own 

(Violet Culbo, On the Line) which became collaborative (participating with 

Mattina Hiwaizi, Bradley Harrington, Imogen Rough, Antonio Lopez Espinosa, 

Kalender Dogan, Hannah Taverner, Elina Flyrin, Anne Thomsen and Grace 

Collins) in the protest piece. I feel this was my way of saying that I did not want 

to just stand to defend our pensions; I wanted to make our labour and our 

presence visible. The work that unfolded with the students became a powerful 

marker of our bodies on the line. Thereafter the residency took its own course, 

and I witnessed or documented this work, or shared in the facilitation of 

conversations. I think this has been the clearest example of one form 

emancipatory pedagogy might take. I feel this work was initiated by me, but 

truly became the result of our collective work.  

 

 

2. What does the word ‘identity’ mean to you? 

 

I guess identity is used a great deal these days, often followed by the word 

‘politics’. I think it also has older associations to the critical decades when artists 

of colour also used the term to attempt to speak and show what identity might 
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mean in terms of heritage. I think the word identity represents a term that 

begins to articulate who you might be. I don’t think it is fixed; it might change 

within a day, week, month, term or academic year. As a student on my BA I 

used to try to use the term to express myself  

at any given point. I think I described my work vaguely as about dealing with 

‘identity’. I used myself as a performer to illustrate this. I would now rather think 

about identity in the plural – identities seem more fitting in the more current 

context of challenging gender and its assumptions. I think identity is also a word 

that is not always respected as a word. It feels heavy or requires work or effort 

and I think people don’t often have the time to engage with how layered the 

word and its manifestation might be.  

 

3. Do you think education informs identity? In what way? Please give an 

example if you can. 

 

A good question! I can’t be sure, but I am sure that it does. But my own 

question here is at what point does education intersect with the crucial role of 

other students as peers? The conversations that occur in the studio or as co-

learners interrogating art practice seem as vital as the conversations that take 

place with so-called figures of educational authority. As a BA Lecturer in Fine 

Art, I observe students across three years. This is a privileged position and I’m 

often aware that the individual who arrives to the course is radically different at 

the end of their time. They might look different, physically undergoing a 

transformation through changing what they wear, the way they style their hair 

and the cosmetics they use. It might be that an individuals politics change or 

strengthen during the lifespan of a course.  

 

I would say that the influence of critical studies programmes is key to offering 

students access points in to critical texts which may challenge an individual’s 

thinking. Also, a strong working relationship with a personal or visiting tutor can 

have huge affects on how individual students might talk about themselves. In 

this sense, the education environment works like a taster menu. Things can be 

sampled – taken on or rejected. I can’t give direct examples, because this 

comes down to how we define what identity might be. I guess I am the product 

of educational impact as someone who has studied  

 

4. Is using the word ‘identity’ to describe a student within an institution 

positive, negative, both or neither to you, and why?  

 

I think I have answered this above. I think in some case it is used as a negative. 

When I referred to the ‘heavy’ aspect the word might carry, I’m not convinced 

lecturers in institutions always want to explore the term. I have to be careful not 

to make blanket statements here, but at best, an individual student should feel 

comfortable to explore their identity in terms of all its intersections – in particular 

identity related to culture, gender and sexuality. I suppose it is easier to meet 

the institution halfway if a student can identify an individual or department that 

truly supports a conversation and practice on these terms.  
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5. Have you ever encountered a situation where the biological identity of a 

student has affected their experience within an institution?  

 

That’s difficult to say – We have a much more fluid student cohort in terms of 

gender identity – I cannot speak for how this intersects with the biological, as 

gender itself is a construct. What I would say is there are micro-aggressions, 

which are felt as major aggressions when the institution or its workers 

systematically make mistakes with an individual’s pronoun. We are offered no 

training regarding this – what I have learnt is through my own efforts.  

 

6. In your experience, was there a time when you felt you had an 

emancipatory pedagogical experience, either as a student or 

teacher/tutor, within an institution?  

 

Other than the example of the picket residency, I would return to the time at 

Middlesex University between 1998-2001 at Quicksilver Place Campus, Wood 

Green (now, no longer a campus, it has merged with Hendon campus). We 

were pretty free to make what we wanted, performance and video were vital 

tools for my work and we had access to the local area, the campus itself and 

the studios, which felt like a perpetual site for play. We made in open plan 

studios, with bookable spaces that we could use for private experimentation. 

There were frequent opportunities to present our work in a campus-based 

gallery, as well as self-initiated screenings/events and a Fine Art degree show. 

We also collaborated a great deal with individuals from our year group as well 

as others. It was a rich time, and in many ways we were prolific, showing within 

the university and in lots of exterior spaces (galleries, houses and performance 

festivals).  The tutors were extremely hands off – they were always accessible, 

but I got the sense that they were not on call all the time as we are today. This 

felt as emancipatoy as I can remember, thereafter my education became 

increasingly structured.  

 

7. Are there any experiences you have had outside of an institution that 

could be defined as emancipatory pedagogy? 

 

I think the answer isn’t quantifiable, but yes, I spent time with two people, 

Elisabeth van Engelen and Richard Wank (yes, Wank) in the Netherlands. Two 

individuals who allowed me to film them as part of two documentaries I made 

between 2003 and 2005. Both taught me so much about their philosophy. In 

many ways they were far better than an institution. I think they shaped a lot of 

how I make, and I’m sure that impacts on my teaching.  

 

8. You are being interviewed as you have pedagogical experience. As a 

tutor, have you ever experienced or observed ‘othering’ in your 

pedagogical work? 

 

Sadly, I feel that ‘othering’ is something that I have experienced as someone 

who is visible and actively discusses being a tutor of colour. There are nuances 

of course, related to an intersectional reading of who I am. This relates to race, 

class and gender. Othering works in both directions. It can come from students 

just as much as it can come from colleagues. Recently I was denied access to a 

building at the Deptford Town Hall. I tried to gain access with 30 of my students 
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for a presenting student’s convenor. This was ahead of the strike action at 

Goldsmiths, so I was prepared for heightened security. However, it was a great 

disappointment that I was not trusted, and I found it personally humiliating to 

have it witnessed by my students that despite showing my staff pass, I was not 

able to gain access for me an my students. It was even more painful when my 

colleague, a white, middle-aged male tutor came to validate exactly what I said, 

and then he and my students were given access. This happened twice during 

the same day, as I stayed behind to try to gaun access for students who had 

forgotten my pass, and again, my colleague had to come back to vouch for us 

all.   

 

9. Have you ever tried to combat ‘othering’, and if so, how? 

 

Related to the incident above, I have written two carefully worded letters asking 

for a meeting with the Goldsmiths security team. This took some time to 

arrange, but this week I met three people from this team together with two 

colleagues (including my union rep) to witness the conversation. I had asked 

specifically for staff training for the security team and also for some 

acknowledgement of my experience. I was told that the team do receive 

diversity training and I worked hard to convey that the security team are seen 

as ’gatekeepers’ and that the academic landscape doesn’t just represent the 

old, white male body that they validated during the incident. This was 

acknowledged, and it was very hard to accept that I was told that my 

‘perception was not correct’. It has left me quite worn out, wondering when my 

contribution (my body) as a tutor will be accepted. 

 

10. Do you think the pedagogical environment can be a biopolitical one, and if 

so, why? 

 

Yes, I believe pedagogical environments can be biopolitical ones. I admit that 

it’s a new term for me, but I do feel I have been working with this (without the 

term) with my collaborators. I have been working for the past two years on 

shaping such an environment for individuals who may have experience 

marginalisation as a result of their race/class/sexuality/gender or (dis)ability. 

The Women of Colour Index Reading Group was set up in October 2016 by 

artists, Samia Malik, Michelle Williams Gamaker and Rehana Zaman. The 

reading group meets on a monthly basis to discuss work within the Women of 

Colour Index (WOCI); a unique collection of slides and papers collated by artist 

Rita Keegan that chart the emergence of Women of Colour artists during the 

‘critical decades’ of the 1980s and 1990s. Reading group sessions aim to 

improve the visibility of women of colour artists whilst using material in the 

archive to generate discussion, thought and practice around current social and 

political concerns. All people of all backgrounds, genders, sexualities, religions 

and race are welcome. We often have repeat visitors joining our group – these 

sessions work across institutions in London (see below). 

 

We have utilised our collective biological differences, the key one being our 

marginalised identities as women of colour, and this has been a unifying force 

in terms of creating an environment of solidarity and kinship. Often, individuals 

who join the group are from a range of backgrounds, but we find that we have 

fostered an environment that supports intergenerational dialogue. Within each 
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of our sessions there is space for individuals who are not used to having space 

to talk in educational contexts have space to share ideas. What happens in the 

reading groups is this space often allows individuals to unburden themselves of 

rather painful, traumatic personal stories.  This is really different to my 

experience of educational spaces, as although we are not trained or able to 

offer counseling, together as a learning community, we are able to listen and 

process these stories and collectively discuss what this means in a wider 

context. To give you some context, between October 2016 and June 2017 the 

WOCI Reading Group held monthly workshops at the Women’s Art Library, 

Goldsmiths University, a reading group during the Radical Black Arts 

Convention Revisited as part of The Place is Here at Nottingham 

Contemporary, a reading group as part of 56 Artillery Lane, Raven Row, 

London, an in conversation for COOL ATMOSPHERES: Performing Inner 

Songs featuring Priya Srinivasan, Uthra Vijay and Andrea Campaneau at The 

Showroom, London, and a workshop for I/Mages of Tomorrow anti conference 

hosted by the Centre for Feminist Research at Goldsmiths, University of 

London. Our sessions have focused on seminal exhibitions such as Testimony: 

Three Black Women Photographers (1986) and The Image Employed: the Use 

of Narrative in Black art (1987), and artists such as Zarina Bhimji, Martina Attile, 

Jagjit Chuhan, Sharon Curtis, Nina Edge, Maxine Walker, Sutapa Biswas, 

Sonia Boyce and Chila Kumari Burman. 

 

The WOCI Reading Group is indebted to and inspired by the work of black 

women of colour artists and cultural practitioners who precede us, work 

alongside us and who, through their projects, art works and activities, have 

been influential to the critical practice and feminist politics of the reading group. 

Foremost amongst these is Rita Keegan, artist, lecturer and archivist, whose 

meticulous work compiling fragments and documents that detail the diverse 

practices of various women of colour artists, makes up the Index. We are 

acutely aware of the significance of the works and practices that are made 

visible within the archive as well as those that remain hidden – experiences and 

ideas that have been relegated to the past yet remain viscerally relevant to our 

present times. We hope by engaging these works we are able to activate the 

archive and locate this work firmly in the current moment. 

 

We follow keenly in the footsteps of Ego Ahaiwe Sowinski, Lauren Craig, 

Mystique Holloway, Gina Nembhard and Zhi Holloway, who as the formidable 

art and art research collective X Marks the Spot (XMTS), took WOCI as the 

focus for their residency at the Women’s Art Library in 2012 culminating in the 

publication Human Endeavour. The residency was made possible by an 

endowment made on behalf of the feminist art historian and activist Gillian 

Elinor to the Women’s Art Library. Human Endeavour functions as ‘a creative 

finding aid’ for the Index bringing together a rich collection of interviews and 

responses that contextualise the archive whilst speaking to the present. The 

publication launched in October 2015 with the exhibition Show and Tell in the 

Special Collections and Archives at Goldsmiths University. Human Endeavour 

is a critical reference point for the activities of the WOCI Reading Group, which 
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formed shortly after the event Celebrating the Women of Colour Index in 

conversation with Rita Keegan at The Showroom gallery in May 2016.44 

 

One of WOCI Reading Group’s long-term aims is to decolonialise and contribute to BA 

critical studies programmes. We hope to introduce a more visible platform for women 

artists of colour who are often bypassed and ignored in the art historical cannon. We 

have made some inroads at Goldsmiths, and in the 2018-19 academic year we will 

offer a lecture on the BA Critical Studies Programme and curate a 4-series talk 

programme on collaboration on the Goldsmiths Postrgraduate Critical Studies 

Programme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
44 We would like to thank Althea Greenan whose tireless care and support of the WOCI 

Reading Group has helped motivate our continued work with the archive and whose 

reference to WOCI as a ‘collective artistic genealogy’ forms the bedrock of our 

approach. WOCI is located at The Women’s Art Library (MAKE) is located in the 

Library’s Special Collections Suite on the ground floor at Goldsmiths University, 

Rutherford Building, Goldsmiths Library, 8 Lewisham Way, London SE14 6PP. 
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1. What does ‘emancipatory pedagogy’ mean to you? 

Pedagogy of the Oppressed--Paulo Freire immediately comes to mind. Fuller 

response to follow 

 

2. What does the word ‘identity’ mean to you? 

How does one identify with the world? “I’m a botanist” “I love Chinese Opera” 

The activities we enjoy, our tastes and preclavities, provide clues to the 

essence of each individual. The summation of formative life experiences shape 

our self image and often our sense of personal value.  

 

3. Do you think education informs identity? In what way? Please give an 

example if you can. 

All experience informs identity, drafting and writing our “stories” of who we 

believe our “selves” to be. My story was always “I am the smartest” and “I have 

money”. Such stories are rarely based on the broadest of metrics, but rather on 

a tiny slice of formative and powerful experiences. And thus life beyond the 

artifice of formal Education is sometimes comes as a rude and shocking 

realization of cognitive dissonance. The effects of which can, in some cases, be 

devastating.  

 

4. Is using the word ‘identity’ to describe a student within an institution positive, 

negative, both or neither to you, and why?  

 

It’s intensely problematic to ascribe any label to an emerging learner. Their 

identity is in flux and all we can do is hold space and support learners in their 

explorations as they try on multifarious “outfits”--.....made a cup of tea and lost 

my thread 

 

4. Have you ever encountered a situation where the biological identity of a 

student has affected their experience within an institution?  

YES.  

 

5. In your experience, was there a time when you felt you had an 

emancipatory pedagogical experience, either as a student or 

teacher/tutor, within an institution? 

YES  

 

6. Are there any experiences you have had outside of an institution that 

could be defined as emancipatory pedagogy? 

YES 

 

7. You are being interviewed as you have pedagogical experience. As a 

tutor, have you ever experienced or observed ‘othering’ in your 

pedagogical work? 
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YES 

 

8. Have you ever tried to combat ‘othering’, and if so, how?  

As an educator, one observes daily how adept young people are at labeling 

each other, often with hurtful intentions. It’s impressive the varieties and subsets 

that young learners will adopt in an attempt to make someone else (or group) 

the ‘other’ 

 

Seeing people as the Other is dangerous. In Simon Baron Cohen’s The Science 

of Evil (no relation to Sacha) Cohen examines how seeing babies as mere 

objects allowed Nazis to use them as target practice. The further we stray from 

“we are one,I am you, you are me” the easier it is to disconnect and rationalize 

cruelty and abuse. For an educator to feel as if the pupils are “just kids” or just 

Black kids/Pakistani kids/Poor kids/Genius kids/Autistic kids/Privileged kids or 

“just” anything other than immensely valuable, worthy, vulnerable and perfect, is 

deeply problematic. 

 

Being able to see learners as perfect, as they are cannot be understated!  

 

 

9. Do you think the pedagogical environment can be a biopolitical one, and 

if so, why? 

 

It cannot avoid being so, when dealing with the living, growing organism that is 

a Learner, within the framework of the traditional, systemic machine that is most 

often the school environment 
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